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This flyer claims that now BOTH sexes are hating the third 

wave feminists, the feminazis, feminazism will die out, and 

probably within a decade, making feminazism so hated, so 

unbelievable, that it dies the way belief in witchcraft, or 

negro slavery died out, through too few people believing in 

it anymore, so that it becomes irrelevant and drops off 

people's radar.

I'll start with why men have such a hatred for the third 

wave feminists, the feminazis, and later explain why 

women are increasingly hating these feminazis for their 

own reasons.

Why do men, particularly the masculists, have such a 

hatred for the feminazis, enough to kill them in a sex war if 
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all other measures to stop them fail? In a word, because the 

masculists see the feminazis as indirect genociders, 

indirectly wiping out whole populations, so have to be 

stopped, with bullets if necessary. 

Responsible males masculist soldiers,will not TOLERATE 

that these feminazi bitches, indirectly wipe out whole 

populations, as they are currently doing, due to their 

takeover of the divorce courts, and making divorce so toxic 

for men, that in all these feminazis' short sighted 

irresponsible callousness, have made marriage toxic for 

men, resulting in two thirds of young men in many 

countries refusing to marry, rejecting paternity (the huge 

issue) and spending their money on themselves.

The feminazis will obviously blame men for the paternity 

rejection, because that is what feminazis do, i.e. always 

blame men for all their problems, instead of facing up to 

the much tougher question of asking themselves how their 

own female inadequacies and genetically based inferiorities 

affect women's lives.

The masculists will lash back at the feminazis, saying that 

the root cause of the paternity rejection, that is indirectly 

wiping out whole populations, is the toxicity of the divorce 

courts, taken over by the hated fluffie feminist hypocrites, 

who want equal rights for women in the parliaments, but 

want to behave as fluffie parasites in the divorce courts, i.e. 
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wanting equal rights with men, but rejecting equal 

obligations with men, by not sharing equally with men the 

burden of earning the living, by not bothering to FIP up, 

i.e. to become FIPs (financially independent persons) by 

bothering to get a career competent education at high 

school, and then ending up with a fluffie crapper diploma 

at college, that the economy does not value, because these 

fluffie parasites, expect to be able to parasite off the money 

of a gullible manslave, who will pay for her to raise HER 

kids in a middle class house that HE pays for.

I.E. these fluffie crappers who studied fluffie crap (the soft 

option, the intellectually easy, intellectually lazy majors at 

high school (e.g. english literature, languages, history, etc) 

instead of the hard option, (that is, analytically based, e.g. 

math and the sciences) want their cake and to eat it too. 

They want equal rights with men, but reject equal 

obligations with men, by preferring to be fluffie crappers 

who can parasite off men's labor.

This fluffie feminist hypocrisy of the third wave feminists 

(i.e. the empowerment of women, at men's expense) is truly 

hated by the masculists, who are talking increasingly about 

a sex war, that will not tolerate the annihilation of whole 

populations by the consequences of these short sighted, 

childishly irresponsible, 10% smaller brained, femalien, 

feminazis, who like their privileges in the divorce courts, 
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and dont care, or arent even conscious of the longer term 

damage they are doing to men, i.e. financially crucifying 

and destroying the lives of one father in four, so that two 

thirds of young men now refuse to marry, reject paternity 

and spend their money on themselves.

The masculists have a real hatred against these feminazi 

genociders and will kill them with bullets if necessary, but 

there are probably softer, less extreme ways to arrive at the 

same outcome, i.e. that the gender laws are menfaired, e.g. 

the divorce laws are menfaired, e.g. custody of the kids is 

made joint by default, so that men dont lose their kids with 

nearly one chance in four via divorce as is administrated by 

the hated fluffie feminists who control the divorce courts.

The softer, less lethal way to force the feminazis to give up 

their privileges in the divorce courts, where the divorcing 

father loses his kids with 90% probability, loses his house 

so his exwife can raise HER kids in it, pays over half of his 

stuff to her, pays child payments to kids he will barely see, 

and often alimony for life, with no moral or legal 

obligation on the fluffie exwife to get off her fat parastic 

bum and FIP up, so that she does not continue to parasite 

off his money after the divorce, the way she did before the 

divorce.

Masculists hate fluffies and punish them for being fluffies 

by killing them, slowly, by totally ignoring them, not even 
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pumping and dumping them, forcing them to rot on the 

shelf, to extinction, so that their hated immoral, parasitic, 

manslaving vermin genes are removed from the gene poot, 

leaving more FIP women to survive, who feel that they 

have a moral obligation to pull their financial weight, by 

FIPping up, becoming responsible adults who dont expect 

to be able to parasite off the money of a man, the way a 

fluffie does.

Young women now are increasingly panicking, because, 

thanks to the rise and rise of MGTOW (men going their 

own way, an important branch of the men's lib movement, 

who refuse to marry, reject paternity, and spend their 

money on themselves) so many quality young men (i.e. the 

top 20% of males, whom 80% of women want to mate 

with, i.e. the 80-20 rule) refuse to give young women their 

sperm, that millions of women in western countries are 

now waking up to the idea that they are not going to have a 

quality baby.

Of course, they can go to some pub, pick up some trash 

male, have a one night stand with him, get pregnant, but 

then they know they will have a trash kid, which goes 

against their female hypergamous natures, i.e. the female 

instinct to mate UP, i.e. with a superior male relative to 

her, so that her kids inherit the superior DNA of the 

superior male she mates with, thus giving her kids superior 
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DNA relative to hers, which is good for the species, and 

hence was inherited. 

All women have this instinct, as shown clearly by the 

classic example of a female doctor refusing to date with a 

male plumber, even if the plumber earns more than she 

does, because she wants a higher quality man than a 

plumber for her kids.

So, young women are now panicking. They are really 

coming to terms now with the idea that they will not have 

quality babies, and that scares them shitless. The masculists 

and MGTOWs then tell these scared young women, that 

the root cause of their problem is the hated fluffie feminists 

who have taken over the divorce courts and made them so 

toxic for men, that quality young men have wiped their 

hands of marriage and paternity, and prefer to live the 

lifestyle of the MGTOW, not marrying, not having kids 

and spending their money on themselves.

The masculists are a lot more political than the apolitical, 

wimpy MGTOWs. The masculists tell these frightened 

young women "If you want men, especially quality young 

men, whom you strongly want to mate with, to give you 

babies again, to give you their sperm, then you will need to 

VOTE with men to menfair the gender laws, by making 

divorce fair to men as well as women, so that men do not 

lose their kids, so that they are prepared to be fathers again.
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The root cause of your babylessness, your spermlessness, 

your getting only pumped and dumped by quality men who 

use you only for sex, but not marry you nor give you 

children, then you need to learn to hate the fluffie feminist 

hypocrites, the hated third wave feminazis as much as the 

masculists do, and vote with men so that the total 

proportion of the population in favor of the menfairing of 

the gender laws goes over 60%. Once that happens, the 

gender polticians will be forced to menfair the gender laws, 

i.e. in the divorce courts, bring in the Parer (paternity 

rejection right), remove legal discrimination against men 

across the board and put strong moral pressure on young 

fluffies in high school to FIP up, by studying career 

competent majors, by making the study of calculus and a 

science at high school compulsory, etc, the way it was with 

highschool women in the old soviet union."

Thus the masculists can tell young women, "You are forced 

to choose between keeping your female privileges in the 

divorce courts, or having a baby. You cant have both. If 

you keep your priveleges in the divorce courts, then 

eventually men will snap, pick up arms, and go on a sex 

war, killing millins of feminazis, then stripping women of 

the right to vote, and then with only men voting, bring in 

the menfairing of the gender laws. 

It is in your female self interest to become female 
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masculists, to learn to hate the deeply misandrist gender 

crimes against men of the hated feminazis, and then 

combined with the masculists, push for the menfairing of 

the gender laws."

Once millions of women become female masculists, they 

will vote with men to menfair the gender laws, and third 

wave feminism will die out, as both sexes associate the 

term "third wave feminism" with contempt, distaste, 

bigotry, and especially for women, babylessness. Women's 

top priority is to have babies, so they will be forced by 

men, using MGTOW tactics, to avoid giving young 

women, quality men's sperm, to choose between the 

divorce court privileges and having a baby.

The masculists hate the feminazis for being genociders. 

Increasingly the female masculists hate the feminazis for 

being infanticiders, i.e. depriving young women from 

having quality babies, due to the boycott of the quality men 

from paternity, since it is the quality men, the smartest 

ones, who are the first to be influenced by masculist and 

MGTOW ideas. 

Soon, nearly all quality men will have been infected by the 

masculist and MGTOW virus, and will refuse to marry and 

will reject paternity, refusing to give their sperm to young 

women, forcing these women to panic, because they will be 

unable to have quality babies, which will drive them crazy, 
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and will convert them into rabid haters of the feminazis, the 

third wave feminazi bitches who have taken over the 

divorce courts and made them toxic for young men.

With the combined weight of the masculists, and the 

female masculists, I consider it likely that a decade from 

now, third wave feminism will have effectively died out, 

due to being too hated by both sexes for the reasons given 

above.

To create millions of female masculists, the masculists

really have to talk to women, young women, in large 

numbers, spelling out to them the main reasons why they 

will not have quality babies in the near future. Masculists 

need to become hate mongers, by generating hate for the 

third wave feminists, the feminazis, the indirect genociders 

(from the male point of view) and indirect infanticiders 

(from the female point of view). 

If large numbers of young women can be thus persuaded, 

via the masculist message being widely spread via the mass 

media, the broadcast media, then the combined forces of 

the masculists and the female masculists will be 

formidable, capable of killing off the hated feminazi 

scourge, that is indirectly wiping out whole populations, 

causing a sex war waged by responsible males, masculist 

soldiers, who will not tolerate that the hated feminazi 
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bitches wipe out whole populations.

Cheers,

Prof. Dr. Hugo de Garis

profhugodegaris@yahoo.com

https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com   (contains links to 

300+ YouTube, Minds, Bitchute masculist essays/videos 

and to the book “MASCULISM, Men’s Rebellion Against 

Being Manslaves to Women, An e-Textbook of 300+ 

Masculist Fliers for Men’s Studies Courses”)

=========== 
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